] that the slice function (T, f, •) is continuous on
the set of points y in R" for which dim(/~MyS O spt T) < k -n and dim (/" l\y I n spt ¿T) < k -n -1.
Geometrically, for almost all y in R", the slice (T, /, y) is the k -n dimensional analytic chain in M given by oriented integration, counting multiplicities, along the fiber f~l\y\ n spt T. R" n iy: dim(f-l\y\ n sptvS) <k-n and dimif1 \y\n gp^ dS)< k -n -1\.
Then there exists a continuous mapping from Y into the k -n dimensional analytic chains modulo v in M such that for every y £ Y the value (S, f, y) , which we call the slice modulo v of S in f~ \y\, satisfies the condition:
If T is a k dimensional analytic chain in M belonging to S with dim (/"My! nspt T)< k -n and dim (/"My! n spt dT) < k -n -1, then (T, f, y)
belongs to (S, f, y)v.
As an elementary example consider the four linear maps gj, g2, g,: R -» R , /: R2-R defined by gr(y) = (y, 0), g2iy) = (-y, 3Vly), g¿(y) = (-y, -3>Ay) tot y € R and fiy, z) = y for (y, z) £ R2, the oriented half-line H = EJL \y: y > O! in R, and the one dimensional analytic chain T = S,"H +g2ltH +gittH in R (see Figure 1) . We compute dT = -38.n Q, and A -» B and g: A -> C, the mapping / Q g: A -< B x C be defined by (/ Q g)ia) = ifia), gia)) tot a £ A. 
We verify (2) by noting that if A(V) / 0, then
To prove (3) we choose a point y £ W with card (/" iy! n spt^ T) < p and apply (2).
For the proof of (4) we have only to modify the proof of [3, 3.7 (4)] by changing the first and last equalities to congruences modulo v.
(5) and (6) follow just as in the proofs of [3, 3.17 (5) (6)].
To prove (7) we abbreviate In fact suppose this statement is true and T is another analytic chain belonging to 5 with IV'= R" n\w: dim(/-1M O spt T')<k-n and dimif-l\w\ n spt dT')< k-n-l}. Finally Case 7 follows from Case 5, Case 6, and (5.11) (3) (4) as before. 
